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Social justice – is it possible nowadays? 

Social justice means ensuring equality in all aspects which affect people in the 

community, society, nation and the around the globe. Social justice is a concept 

which fights for the right of every individual for the opportunities available in the 

society, no matter the class, age, gender, race or ethnic origin. Justice along with 

good are the most ancient social ideals. People constantly rely on ideas about good 

and evil, justice and injustice. Is social justice possible today? 

In my opinion, the term of social justice is closely connected with the concepts 

of equality and inequality of people in specific historical conditions and unfortunately 

that’s is hard to say that nowadays social justice is really possible. From time to time 

most of us faces a manifestation of an unjust relationship. In our society we can see it 

in schools or universities, in our jobs or just in the street. For instance, in our country 

there is a very big difference between rich and poor layers of population and and 

unfortunately many of the researchers confirm this fact. In different parts of our 

country that’s possible to see expensive cars and poor houses in one road, people who 

are talking by the smartphone of the latest version and people who just looking for 

the food to survive.  

Taking everything into consideration, to my mind social justice isn’t possible 

nowadays but we must and we can live in a more equitable society, because for the 

most part we all want it.  

 

 


